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QUESTION 1

When writing test methods, what functionality is verified by the system method "runAs()"? 

A. Enforcement of a user\\'s record sharing. 

B. Enforcement of user permissions. 

C. Enforcement of a user\\'s field-level security. 

D. Enforcement of user\\'s public group assignments. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 2

Which method should be used to grant access to an unrelated group of users? 

A. Public Groups 

B. Sharing Sets 

C. Role Hierarchy 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

A custom ServiceFeedback object is used to collect partner feedback. ServiceFeedback records should be available to
all internal employees. The OWD is set to Private for external users so partners cannot see feedback from other partner
users. 

How can the Architect give access to all internal employees? 

A. Create a trigger on ServiceFeedback to change ownership to an internal employee. 

B. Ensure all the internal users are above the partners in the role hierarchy. 

C. Create an Owner based sharing rule for all ServiceFeedback records owned by Partners. 

D. Set OWD, for Internal Users to Public Read Only. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Sales manager at universal containers (UC) have requested viewing customer invoices in Salesforce. Invoice data is
mastered in the ERP system. The architect at UC decided to surface the customer invoices in salesforce using external
objects and did the following: 
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1.

 Configured an external object called Invoice. 

2.

 Created a lookup relationship between account and the invoice. 

How can the architect grant the sales managers access to the customer invoices data? 

A. By creating sharing rules to share the invoices records with users in sales mangers roles. 

B. By creating manual sharing to share invoices with relevant sales managers. 

C. By creating controlling the invoices object permission on the sales manager\\'s profile. 

D. By creating a sharing set to share invoices with users in sales manager role. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers uses Person Accounts to represent retail customers and Business Accounts to represent
commercial customers. The retail sales team should not have access to commercial customers but should have access
to ALL retail customers. 

With the organization-wide default on Account set to Private, how should the architect meet these requirements? 

A. Create an owner-based sharing rule on AccountContactRelation to grant a@coess to all account contact roles
records owned by retail sales reps. 

B. Update the Retall Sales profile to grant access to Person Account record type. 

C. @ Create o criteria-based sharing rule giving the Retail Sales role access to Accounts of type PersonAccount. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 6

What should the Architect do to ensure Field-Level Security is enforced on a custom Visualforce page using the
Standard Lead Controller? 

A. Use the "With Sharing" keyword on the Standard Lead Controller. 

B. Nothing; Field-Level Security will automatically be enforced. 

C. Use the {!Schema.sObjectType.Lead.fields.isAccessible()} expression 

D. Use the Schema.SObject.Lead.isAccessible() method. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 7

Universal Containers (UC) is in legal dispute regarding several orders. UC has found out these records were removed
from system. The VP of Sales has asked to ensure this cannot happen in the future. What approach would meet this
requirement? 

A. Remove the delete button from the Order page layout. 

B. Change the record type/page layout assignment for orders to be read-only. 

C. Remove order delete permission from profiles and permission sets. 

D. Implement a sharing rule that changes access for the records to read. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Universal Containers has selected a small and diverse group of users to review inactive accounts. Given the Private
sharing model, a public group was created and made available to this group of users. A sharing rule was created to
make inactive Accounts visible to the public group. However some of these users are reporting they don\\'t see any of
the Accounts that were shared with the public group. 

What is the underlying issue for these users? 

A. The users have a permission set that only allow Accounts in "Active" status. 

B. The Accounts are owned by users higher in the role hierarchy. 

C. The users are in profiles that have no access to the Account object. 

D. The page layout assigned to these users is different than the Account owner. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 9

Universal Containers has the following Sharing Settings for their Org: 

Account = Private 

Contact = Controlled by Parent 

Opportunity = Private 

Case = Private 

They have enabled "Default Account Teams" and have trained users to set up their Default Team. 

Which three access levels can be set on the Account Team Member? Choose 3 answers 
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A. Opportunity Access 

B. Case Access 

C. Contact Access 

D. Contract Access 

E. Account Access 

Correct Answer: ABE 

 

QUESTION 10

Universal Containers is designing a new community using the Customer Community license type. They would like to
have the users complete survey questions through the community interface and store the responses in a Custom Object
that has a lookup to the account object. Any internal user who has access to the account should be able to see all
survey responses. All Customer Community users should be able to see surveys filled in by other users for their
company, but not surveys for other companies. What are the correct security settings to achieve this? 

A. Set all Organization-Wide Default settings to be "Public Read/Write" for both internal and external users. 

B. Set all Organization-Wide Default security to be "Private" for both internal and external users and use Sharing Rules
to grant the desired access 

C. Set all Organization-Wide Default security to be "Public Read/Write" for internal users and "Private" for external
users. 

D. Set the custom object to be master-detail to the Account and leave the Organization- Wide Default settings as their
default values. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

Universal Containers (UC) operates worldwide with offices in more than 100 regions in 10 different countries and has
established a very complex role hierarchy to control data visibility. In the new fiscal year UC is planning to reorganize
the roles and reassign accounts owners. 

Which three features could an architect recommend to avoid problems on this operation? Choose 3 answers 

A. Partition data using Divisions 

B. Deferred Sharing Recalculation 

C. Parallel Sharing Rule recalculation 

D. Skinny table 

E. Granular Locking 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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QUESTION 12

Universal Containers has created a Reimbursement Custom Object to capture requests for reimbursement of expenses
related to office supplies. The Reimbursement requests are sometimes sensitive and the Team Leads should not have
access to the Reimbursement records submitted by the Users in the Call Center Agent role. The Director of Support will
require access to all Reimbursement records. The role hierarchy is set as follows: Call Center Agent role reports to
Team Lead role, which Reports to the Director of Support. 

Which steps would the Architect take to ensure proper sharing in this Role Hierarchy structure assuming Private Sharing
Setting for the Reimbursement Object? 

A. Leave the Reimbursement Object in "Deployed" Status and set the Director of Supports Profile to "View All" in the
object permissions. 

B. Use an Approval Process to change the owner of the Reimbursement record upon submission to the Director of
Support 

C. Disable Grant Access Using Hierarchies for the Object and create a Sharing Rule to enable sharing to the Director of
Support 

D. The sharing scenario described will occur without any special configuration choices being made by the Architect 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 13

Universal Containers (UC) service reps are assigned to a profile which has"ViewAll"in Case object(Private OWD).To
make sure service reps have access to all relevant information to attend to customer requests, which two details should
a salesforce Architects consider? Choose 2 answers: 

A. Service reps will be able to access all UC contact records if they are controlled by parent. 

B. Service reps will not be able to access all UC contact records if they are controlled by parent. 

C. Service reps will be able to access all the UC Account records due to Implicit Sharing. 

D. Service reps will not be able to access all the UC Accounts records because Account OWD is private. 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 14

What advanced tool can Salesforce enable for Large-scale role hierarchy realignments? 

A. Set external organization-wide default to public read only 

B. Skinny Table Indexing 

C. Granular locking 

D. Partitioning by Divisions 
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Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 15

After setting up Customer Community and enable collaboration, the architect realizes that customers are only Chatter
posts from other customers in their account. 

What should the architect do to allow viewing chatter posts from all customers? 

A. Enable Community User Visibility. 

B. Set View All for Chatter posts. 

C. Enable Chatter Super User. 

D. Enable Internal Users Visibility. 

Correct Answer: A 
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